In this paper we use wavelet concepts to show that correlation coefficient between two financial data's is not constant but varies with scale from high correlation value to strongly anti-correaltion value. This studies is important because correlation coefficient is used to quantify degree of independence between two variables. In econophysics correlation coefficient forms important input to evolve hierarchial tree and minimum spanning tree of financial data.
variance. The presence of fatter tails indicate memory effects whcih arise due to non-linear stochastic processes. Another important feature that has been observed in recent times is that stock market indicies can be represented by fractional Brownian motion instead of classical Brownian motion [3] . The similarity between fluid turbulance and financial markets is well known [ 9 ,10 ] . The information transfer in financicial markets is similar to energy flow in hydrodynamics [ 11] .
Correlation Studies:
Studies involving relationships between various stock exchanges have become important because of globalisation. It is very complex problem to study influences and links between various stock exchages because stock exchages world over open and close at different times and each individual stock exhange, trades in portfolios whcih may be uniqe to its local economy and nature of currency involved is also different. Yet it has been possible to [12] to study taxonomy of various stock indices. It has been shown that open-closure return of New york stock exchange at day t and open-closure return of tokyo stock exchange at day t+1 are strongly correlated [13] . A detailed study involving quasi-synchronous correlation coefficient between indicies of various markets in the world have been done to evolve hierarchial tree [12] . Using correlation coefficient Mantegene et al [6, 14] have studied minimum spanning tree of ecnomical data. From MST it is possible to obtain ultrametric space and hierachy of various indicies. MST approach has been earllier used to describe various complex systems like spin glass etc. MST results have shown that portfolios of technology ,software ,energy, food etc form clusters and each cluster turns out to be branch of MST tree [14 ] and this clustering sometimes extends even to global scale. Vandewalla et al [15] extended this studies by investigating specific toplogy of financial MST where it has been shown that markets follow critical self organised topology. This hierarchical structure is believed to result in cascade of information and clusters of buy-sell orders [16, 17] and sometimes to crashes [18] . It has been shown that tree length shrinks during a stock market crisis [19] . The time dependent properties of minimum spanning tree gives deep insights in market dynamics [20] because markets have been characterized as evolving complex system [21] . In this whole studies cross-correltion coefficient r has been used which is a measure of linear association between two variables is defined as
The correlation ratio r is a measure of linear association between two variables.
A positive coefficient indicates that, as one value increases the other tends to increase whereas a negative coefficient indicates as one variable increases the other tends to decrease. However, it important to note that this definition of correlation coefficient r characterizes data at global level. However, interest lies in studying correlation ratio from one scale to another scale. This can be achieved by defining wavelet based correlation coefficient.
In this paper we use wavelet based correlation coefficient to study correlation between Bombay stock exchange Index ( BSE) and National stock exchane 
Wavelet correlation coefficient:
wavelet analysis is being used incereasingly to study given structures in different scales [22, 23, 24] . Wavelets can detect both the location and a scale of a structure. Wavelets are parameterized both by scale a ¿ 0 (dilation parameter) and a translation parameter b (−∞ < b < ∞) such that
The wavelet domain of one dimensional function Ψ is rather two dimensional in nature; one dimension corresponds to scale and other to translation. The continuous wavelet transform for one dimensions is defined as
where a is the scale. Here f(x) is one dimensional function and ψ * (* is complex conjugate) is the analyzing wavelet or also known as mother wavelet. We choose a mexican hat wavelet as a possible analyzing wavelet [20] 
Mexican wavelet is an isotropic wavelet having minimum number of oscillations.
An important property of wavelet ψ to be used as analyzing wave,it must have zero mean value i.e. ψ(x) dx=0. ψ is also requried to be orthognal to some lower order polynomials i.e. 
Wavelet spectrum has a power law behaviour
Wavelet spectrum M(a) defines energy of wavelet coefficients for scale ' a'. Here λ is constant. Wavelet cross-correlation coefficient has been defined as [25] r w (a) =
The relationship between correlation coefficient and wavelet correlation coefficient can be written as The concept of wavelet correlation coefficient has been applied to study scale depedence in various galaxies.
Results : This value of r also indicates that BSE index is strongly correlated with NSE index. In figure 2 we have plotted wavelet spectra of BSE (figure a) and NSE (figure b) indicies. The spectra of two indicies look similar agian pointing to nature of highly correlation behaviour. Both spectra have two maxima and one minima. Maxima of both spectra corresponds to maximum values of indicies and minimum in the spectra corresponds to a value which is difference between maximum and minimum of indicies. 
